Consistent Hiring Part Two
Recruiting Top Performers

What Creates Hiring Certainty?
At the end of a long search, you want to be confident that you hired a top performer—someone
demonstrably better than their peers at getting
the business results you need. You never want to
be left feeling uncertain and wondering, “Could I
have done better?”
Plenty of tools exist to help you advertise jobs
and assess candidates. But what’s missing is
the strategic framework to ensure that you’ve
found the best people. How do you know which
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recruiting activities will lower your risk of failure
and increase your chances of hiring someone
great? How do you know when you have done
enough—when more recruiting would be a
waste of your time?
To bring certainty to your hiring process, you
must adopt the principles of market research.
There are 3 keys to success: choice, competition,
and comparison.
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Recruiting is Market Research
At the start of a search, many hiring managers
have a mental image of what their perfect candidate looks like. They often describe it by naming
experience factors you can see on a resume (certain degrees or types of experience for example).

A market research approach to recruiting can
help you find not just someone “good enough,”
but a slate of candidates from which you can’t
make a bad hire. It is possible to allocate your
recruiting effort in a way that makes hiring top
performers a certainty, even though many of the
factors within hiring are not at all predictable:

This common recruiting approach should be
avoided—it is the root cause of many hiring failures. When the recruiting process focuses too
• Individual people are unpredictnarrowly on candidates with one type of expeable. They frequently change jobs,
rience, it ignores everyone who doesn’t fit that
move, and rethink their career goals.
mold. In hundreds of our completed searches,
we’ve found that the most highly qualified candi• Jobs are unpredictable. Organizadates often took a path to job competency that
tions grow, technologies change,
the manager had not envicustomers change, and
sioned at the outset of the
old ways of doing things
search. And it is precisely
fall away. Jobs evolve, even
Stop searching for your
this diversity of career exwhen the title stays the
perience that proves to be
mental image of the
same.
their strongest asset.
perfect candidate and
• Companies are unprestart researching who is
We’ve learned that the only
dictable. Growing comway to consistently hire top
panies outgrow people,
in your job market.
performers is to approach
and growing people
recruiting as a data-driven
outgrow jobs. Stratemarket research process.
gies and tactics change,
When you view recruiting through the lens of
budgets change, and competitors
market research, the unpredictability falls away
change.
and the path forward becomes clear. Market re• Job markets are unpredictable.
search follows natural patterns, regardless of the
People and employers come and
position or the job market.
go, and the supply and demand for
Hunting for someone’s mental image of the
people is constantly in flux. Shifts
perfect candidate will always be unpredictable
in supply and demand constantand dependent on luck. Sometimes you will be
ly reshape the expectations that
successful, and sometimes not. But with market
employers and employees have of
research, recruiting is no longer mysterious. Calone another.
culating your odds of success is straightforward.
It is relatively easy to determine the level of effort
required to reach your desired goal of hiring a
top performer.
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The 3 Keys to Hiring with Certainty
There are three keys to hiring with certainty: choice, competition, and comparison.

Choice

Competition

You are far more likely to make a great hiring deA great hiring decision requires rigorous compecision when you have a choice of final candidates
tition between well-qualified candidates. Without
at the end of the search process. If you only have
realizing it, managers tend to adjust their hiring
one qualified finalist, you can only make the destandards up or down depending on the size of
cision to hire or not hire.
the candidate pool. When
But when you have two or
there are not enough canmore great finalists, then
didates being interviewed,
you have a choice. You
managers will tend to
There
are
three
keys
to
can ask yourself, “Which
subtly lower their expechiring with certainty:
one of these great people
tations so as to not rule
would fit in best here?“
choice, competition, and everyone out.

comparison.
Research shows that havYou need six well-qualified
ing a choice makes you six
candidates because when
times more likely to have a
you start a rigorous intersuccessful outcome comview process with fewer
pared with making a “do or do not“ decision. But
people, you rarely end up with more than one
for the choice to be truly effective, you need to
truly qualified finalist. Although it’s possible to
have at least two people whom you would be
make a successful hire from a smaller slate of
equally happy to hire.
candidates, your odds of success drop sharply
when you start with fewer than six because:
•

A rigorous interview process will typically eliminate a third of your candidates.

•

Another third of candidates will probably receive other job offers and drop
out, because good people often have
good options.

But to allow for choice and competition at the
end of the search, what needs to happen at
the beginning? How do you develop a slate of
well-qualified candidates in the first place?
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The 3 Keys to Hiring with Certainty
Comparison
Busy managers typically create a slate of candimultiple offices or international locadates by selecting the best looking resumes from
tions).
the people who answered their job ads. But ad• Experience working on issues of a
vertising responses are rarely representative of
similar scale (e.g., an HR director
the potential candidate pool. In any market, there
might design programs to serve thouare hundreds, if not thousands, of potential cansands of employees, or just 20-30).
didates for a particular
position—only a tiny frac• Experience managtion of whom will respond
ing a similar number of
To bring certainty to your people (e.g., in a large orto job advertising at any
given time. Developing a
hiring process, you must ganization, the HR director
representative sample of
find the valid peer group might manage 15 or 20
well-qualified candidates
people, but in a small or(or comparison group)
requires a bit more rigor.
ganization, HR might be a

for the position.

To bring certainty to your
hiring process, you must
find the valid peer group
(or comparison group) for the position. As with a
compensation analysis, you want the peer group
to be comprised of people with a similar level of
experience, doing similar work, at a similar scale,
with a similar level of complexity. Many of the
following experience factors will be relevant and
should be considered:

•

Experience working in the same
industry and/or topical area (e.g., HR
people who work in nonprofits or
financial services).

•

Experience working in specific facets
of the job function (e.g., an HR director might be responsible for benefits, compensation, recruiting, or all
three).

•

Experience working in similar kinds of
operational environments (e.g., an HR
director who supports employees in
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“team of one”).

• Experience working
with similar business issues (e.g., an HR director might be
supporting growth, or cost cutting
and downsizing).
How you choose to apply each factor will vary by
position, and will increase or decrease the size of
your potential candidate pool. Ideally you want to
define a peer group that consists of 150 to 300
candidates. Anything larger will usually waste
recruiting effort. Anything smaller may not yield
enough high caliber candidates.
The next step is to identify top performers within
the peer group—the people who are demonstrably better than their peers at achieving the kinds
of business results you require—while working in
an environment similar to your own.
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Identifying the Top Performers

Bringing Certainty to Hiring

Resumes are a unreliable predictor of future job
performance. Good resumes sometimes mask
poor candidates, and vice versa. Only interviews
can provide managers with the proper perspective to determine which candidates are meaningfully better than their peers. Similarly, when
market researchers want to learn about a group,
they conduct qualitative interviews to plumb the
depth and range of consumer attitudes and behaviors, and observe trends. Qualitative interviews generate insights,
expand understanding,
and identify exceptions
When your
to the rules.

When your recruiting process follows the principles of market research, hiring becomes far
more certain. Because the numbers are straightforward, it is easy to determine your success in
every step of the process:

•

Did you define a proper peer group
of 150 or more similarly qualified
people?

•

recruiting
process follows the
principles of market
research, hiring becomes
far more certain.

Because market researchers know that
meaningful insights will
not be found from interviewing only half a
dozen people, they usually speak with 20 to 30 people. Beyond that point,
the answers will start sounding pretty much the
same—market researchers call this point “data
saturation.” Likewise, effective hiring managers
can only learn what “good” looks like after they
have completed 20 to 30 interviews.

To most efficiently achieve data saturation in hiring, conduct the initial interviews on the phone.
Calls are both easier to schedule and easier to
end early when a candidate is not viable. And
calls help complete the interview process more
quickly, which is vital to successful recruiting—in
a slow recruiting process, the best candidates will
find other jobs and drop out at a precipitous rate.

From that group, did
you conduct at least 2030 phone interviews?

•

From that group,
did you select 6 strong
candidates who were
meaningfully
better
than their peers?

•

From that group,
did you have at least 2
well-qualified final candidates to
choose from?
Can you occasionally find great people without
using this method? Of course. There are countless examples of great employees emerging from
deeply flawed hiring processes. But why risk your
business outcomes on luck of the draw? With
market research, hiring becomes a matter of statistical certainty, resulting in more confidence in
your decisions.
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